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A. INTRODUCTION

All metals and alloys (it is commonly held that gold is an exception), have a thin protective corrosion
product film present on their surface resulting from reaction with the environment. If such a film
did not exist on metallic materials exposed to the environment, they would revert back to the
thermodynamically stable condition of their origin—the ores used to produce them. Some of these
films—the passive films—on some, but not all, metals and alloys have special characteristics that
enable them to provide superior corrosion resistant metal surfaces. These protective "passive" films
are responsible for the phenomenon of passivity.

B. IMPORTANCE OF PASSIVITY TO CORROSION CONTROL TECHNOLOGY

As mentioned in the introduction, if the passive film did not exist, most of the technologies that
depend on the use of metals in any society could not exist because the phenomenon of passivity is a
critical element controlling corrosion processes. One of these corrosion processes is the destruction
of passivity (breakdown) that leads to a large part of the corrosion failures of metal and alloy
structures—localized attack such as pitting, crevice corrosion, stress corrosion, corrosion fatigue,
and others. The passivity of metallic materials, however, is not only of predominant significance to
corrosion science and engineering. For example, semiconductor device technology depends on the
superior passive films that form on silicon [I].

The development of the stainless steels in the third decade of the twentieth century is regarded as
a major application of the phenomenon of passivity. The consequence of this has significantly
contributed to modern technology by providing the design engineer with engineering materials such
as the large number of iron and nickel base alloys as well as other alloy systems that exhibit superior
corrosion resistance—this effort continues to the present day.

C. DEFINITIONS

Two types of passivity have been defined by Uhlig and Revie [2]:

Type 1 — "A metal is passive if it substantially resists corrosion in a given environment resulting
from marked anodic polarization" (low corrosion rate, noble potential).

Type 2—"A metal is passive if it substantially resists corrosion in a given environment despite a
marked thermodynamic tendency to react" (low corrosion rate, active potential).
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FIGURE 1. A schematic and idealized anodic polarization curve for a passive metal. Three different potential
regions are identified: the active, the passive, and the transpassive. When the current density reaches the critical
current density for passivation ic, at the passivation potential Ep9 the potential above which the system becomes
passive and exhibits the very low passive current density ip.

Only Type 1 passivity will be covered here. Metals or alloys exhibiting Type 1 passivity are nickel,
chromium, titanium, iron in oxidizing environments (e.g., chemical passivating solutions such as
chromate), stainless steels, and numerous others. Type 2 passivity examples are lead in sulfuric acid
and iron in an inhibited pickling acid.

A polarization curve [current density (rate) vs. potential (driving force)], of the sort shown in
Figure 1 distinguishes a Type 1 passive system. The curve in Figure 1 epitomizes the definition of
Type 1 passivity proposed by Wagner [3] who extended the Type 1 definition by stating that a metal
becomes passive when its potential is increased in the positive or anodic (oxidizing) direction to a
potential where the current density (rate of anodic dissolution) decreases (in many cases by orders of
magnitude) to a value less than that observed at a less anodic potential. This decrease occurs even
though the driving force for anodic dissolution is brought to a higher value because of the formation
of the passive film.

A more practical definition of passivity has been provided by ASTM (G15-83): "passive—the
state of a metal surface characterized by low corrosion rates in a potential region that is strongly
oxidizing for the metal" [4].

D. CORROSION SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

Although virtually all of the progress in the development of alloys that exhibit superior corrosion
behavior has resulted from empirical rather than fundamental research, this section will briefly go
into those fundamental aspects that have a bearing on corrosion engineering. It will concentrate on
the basic aspects that are concerned with the film responsible for passivity, its formation and
breakdown and its nature. Detailed discussions of the fundamental aspects of the passive film and the
electrochemistry of passivation can be found in a number of sources [5-1O].

1. Nature and Properties of the Passive Film

Because it is generally accepted that a film is responsible for the phenomenon of passivity, the nature
and properties of the passive film that make it protective are significant issues. For the purposes of
this chapter this important, and still controversial, subject cannot be covered in any detail. Instead,
some of the large number of publications [5-10] that review and discuss the concepts and research
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that go extensively into the nature (e.g., composition and thickness) and properties (e.g., structure,
electronic properties, and mechanical properties) of the passive film should be referred to by those
who want to go into this aspect of passivity.

2. Thermodynamics

Passivity has been defined by the fact that it lowers the rate of corrosion, sometimes drastically—a
kinetic consideration. However, before addressing the kinetics of passivation, the thermodynamic
aspects must be discussed. This is needed when considering Type 2 passivity, which involves any
kind of corrosion product film rather than the special Type 1 "passive film." This is so because
thermodynamics provides a guide to the conditions under which passivation by any kind of corrosion
product film, Type 1 or 2 becomes possible. A most worthwhile and practical guide produced by
corrosion science is the potential-pH diagram, the Pourbaix diagram. Pourbaix's "Atlas of
Electrochemical Equilibria in Aqueous Solutions" [11] describes applications of these potential-pH
equilibrium diagrams to corrosion science and engineering for most of the metals. An application
that is especially valuable for the field of corrosion is the establishment in the Pourbaix diagrams of
the theoretical conditions or domains of corrosion, immunity, and passivation. A simplified diagram
for the iron-water system is given in Figure 2. Thermodynamic data enable the determination of the
potential-pH conditions for immunity where no corrosion is possible, for passivation where a
corrosion product film forms that may confer protection against corrosion, and for corrosion where
corrosion or activation is expected. Whether a given system's film is protective (passive) or not is a
kinetic consideration and not a thermodynamic one that depends on the nature of the passive film.
Pourbaix's book presents a set of simplified diagrams like the one shown in Figure 2 for the majority
of metals that enable one to identify the conditions for corrosion, passivation, and immunity. These
equilibrium diagrams could be called "road maps of the thermodynamically possible conditions for
passivity."

Consequently, to identify the active, passive, and transpassive regions of an active-passive
polarization curves (Fig. 1), one need only examine the potential-pH diagram for a given system.
For example, the transpassive region lies at potentials above the oxygen evolution potential-pH line
(line A in Fig. 2). Another valuable use of the diagrams in passivity considerations is their use to
explain the reasons for loss of the protective nature of the passive film in the transpassive region. For
example, the protective layer on stainless steels contains chromium as Cr(III); When the potential is
raised above the transpassive potential, Cr(III) is oxidized to Cr(VI) and the protective Cr(III) in the
passive film is removed because it becomes the soluble chromate ion, as the potential-pH diagram
for chromium shows. Usually, the passive regions of the polarization curves exist at potentials in
the equilibrium diagrams where passive films are stable. It should finally be mentioned that the
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FIGURE 2. Simplified potential-pH equilibrium diagram (Pourbaix diagram) for iron-water.
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FIGURE 3. Anodic polarization curves for iron and 304L stainless steel in IN H2SO4. [Adapted from Fontana
and Greene (13)].

thermodynamically based Pourbaix diagrams sometimes fail to predict a passive region in a polari-
zation curve. Hoar [12], sought to explain how iron can passivate in sulfuric acid solutions under
conditions where the diagrams would predict an active condition, by proposing the existence of
metastable passive regions.

3. Kinetics

Passivity affects the kinetics of the corrosion process because it produces a protective (passive) film
that acts as a barrier to attack of the metal surface by the environment. The passive film substantially
lowers the rate of corrosion, even though from thermodynamics (corrosion tendency) considerations
active corrosion should be expected. The hypothetical anodic polarization curve (Fig. 1) that is the
basis for the definition of Type 1 passivity describes in a general way the kinetics of passivity. Anodic
polarization curves for iron and 304L stainless steel in H2SO4 (Fig. 3) show the three general features
of the schematic curve for a passive system (Fig. 1): (1) The current initially increases with an
increase in potential. (2) When the potential reaches the value of the passivating potential Ep, the
critical current density for passivation ic is reached. (3) The current density (corrosion rate) decreases
markedly (more for the corrosion resistant stainless steel than for the iron) to the passive current
density /p, signaling the onset of passivity. As Figure 1 shows, the potential cannot be increased
indefinitely because at sufficiently high values the current density starts to increase resulting in either
the initiation of pitting or entry into the transpassive region. In the transpassive region oxygen
evolution and possibly increased corrosion is observed.

Since corrosion is the result of the interaction of the anodic and cathodic reactions, the corrosion
potential of a metal surface is determined by the intersection of the anodic and cathodic polarization
curves, the intersection occurring where the anodic and cathodic reaction rates are equal to the
corrosion rate. Therefore, the corrosion rate of a metal capable of exhibiting passivity, will be
determined by the location of the intersection of the cathodic polarization curve and the passive
metal anodic polarization curve of the type shown in Figure 1. Three possible cases can arise from
the intersection of different cathodic curves with the passive anodic polarization curve (shown
schematically in Fig. 4): (1) A cathodic reaction arising from oxidizing conditions, polarization
curve A, sets the corrosion potential in the passive region (low corrosion rate). (2) A cathodic
reaction the result of reducing conditions, curve C, places the corrosion potential in the active region
(high corrosion rate). (3) The cathodic reaction, polarization curve B, locates the corrosion potential
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FIGURE 4. The intersection of three possible cathodic polarization curves (straight lines A, B, and C) with an
anodic polarization curve for a system capable of exhibiting passivity. The corrosion rate depends on the current
density at the intersection. Curve A produces a passive system, curve C an active system, and curve B an
unstable system that can exhibit both low and high corrosion rates.

in both the passive and active regions, where the surface will oscillate between active and passive
states, creating unstable conditions.

4. Breakdown of Passivity

Another possible anodic-cathodic intersection site exists when conditions exist that lead to break-
down of passivity, localized attack, and then to pitting. The part of the passive anodic polarization
curve shown in Figure 5 at potentials above the potential for breakdown, Ebd (called by some the
critical breakdown or pitting potential Epit), is the potential below the transpassive region at which
the current density increases above /pass. The intersection of cathodic curve 1 with the anodic curve
of such a system results in breakdown and pitting while no breakdown occurs when the anodic
polarization curve is intersected by cathodic curve 2 at a potential below Ebd.

The breakdown of passivity (the breaching of the protective barrier provided by the passive film)
initiates the most damaging kinds of corrosion, the localized forms of corrosion, pitting, crevice
corrosion, intergranular attack, and stress corrosion. A 1982 review by Kruger and Rhyne [14]

FIGURE 5. An anodic polarization curve for a system capable of exhibiting passivity but is subject to
breakdown at potentials above the breakdown potential £bd where pitting is initiated. The intersection of
cathodic curve 1 with the anodic curve of a system exhibiting passive results in the breakdown of passivity that
leads to pitting, while the intersection of cathodic curve 2 at a potential below £"bd results in no breakdown.
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extensively reviewed the corrosion science and engineering of the breakdown processes that are
brought about by the chemical alteration of the passive film or the environment so that the film
becomes unable to effectively prevent destructive local attack. Other reviews of breakdown have
been given by Kruger [15], Galvele [16], and by Janik-Czachor [17].

Hoar [18] stated that four conditions (that are usually but not always) considered to be required
for the breakdown that initiates localized attack: (1) Critical Potential—a certain critical potential
Ebd must be exceeded. (2) Damaging Species—damaging species (examples are chloride or the
higher atomic weight halides) are needed in the environment to initiate breakdown and propagate
localized corrosion processes like pitting. (3) Induction Time—an induction time exists, which starts
with the initiation of the breakdown process by the introduction of breakdown conditions and ends
when the localized corrosion density begins to rise. (4) Local Sites—the presence of highly localized
sites where breakdown takes place. Various models for initiation have been developed that satisfy
these four conditions [15-17].

E. USING PASSIVITY TO CONTROL CORROSION

Using the phenomenon of passivity to control corrosion entails employing methods that bring the
potential of the surface to be protected to a value in the passive region. Some of the tactics that can be
used to do this are

1. A current can be applied by means of a device called a potentiostat, which can set and
control the potential at a value greater than the passivating potential Ep. This method of
producing passivity is called anodic protection.

2. For environments containing the damaging species such as chloride ions that cause local
corrosion, the potentiostat or other devices that control the potential can be used as in 1
above to set the potential to a value in the passive region below the critical potential for
pitting £pit.

3. Alloys or metals that spontaneously form a passive film, for example, stainless steels, nickel,
or titanium alloys, can be used in applications that require resistance to corrosion. Usually a
pretreatment such as that described in tactic 4 below is desirable.

4. A surface pretreatment can be carried out on an alloy capable of being passivated. The use of
such a pretreatment has been as a standard practice for stainless steels for many years. The
passivating procedure involves immersion of thoroughly degreased stainless steel parts in a
nitric acid solution followed by a thorough rinsing in clean hot water. The most popular
solution and conditions of operation for passivating stainless steel is a 30-min immersion in a
20 vol % nitric acid solution operating at 12O0F (490C). However, other solutions and treat-
ments may be used, depending on the type of stainless being treated [19].

5. The environment can be modified to produce a passive surface. Oxidising agents such as
chromate and concentrated nitric acid are examples of passivating solutions that maintain a
passive state on some metals and alloys.
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